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LITTLE ROCK: When it comes to the herbicide dicam-
ba, farmers in the southern state of Arkansas are not
lacking for strong opinions. “Farmers need it desperate-
ly,” said Perry Galloway. “If I get dicamba on (my prod-
ucts), I can’t sell anything,” responded Shawn Peebles.
The two men know each other well, living just miles
apart in the towns of Gregory and Augusta, in a corner
of the state where cotton and soybean fields reach to
the horizon and homes are often miles from the nearest
neighbor. But they disagree profoundly on the use of
dicamba.

Last year the agro-chemical giant Monsanto began
selling soy and cotton seeds
genetically modified to tol-
erate the herbicide. The
chemical product has been
used to great effect against
a weed that plagues the
region, Palmer amaranth, or
pigweed-especially since it
became resistant to another
herbicide, glyphosate,
which has become highly
controversial in Europe
over its effects on human
health. The problem with dicamba is that it vaporizes
easily and is carried by the wind, often spreading to
nearby farm fields-with varying effects.

Facing a surge in complaints, authorities in Arkansas
early this summer imposed an urgent ban on the prod-
uct’s sale. The state is now poised to ban its use
between April 16 and October 31, covering the period
after plants have emerged from the soil and when cli-
matic conditions favor dicamba’s dispersal.   

A bitter dispute 
“Dicamba has affected my whole family,” said

Kerin Hawkins, her voice trembling. Her brother, Mike
Wallace, died last year during an altercation with a
worker from a neighboring farm whom he had met to

discuss his concerns over the herbicide. A jury is set
to rule on whether Wallace’s fatal shooting constitut-
ed homicide or self-defense. This year, the family
says, drifting dicamba has affected some 75 acres of
peanuts and 10 acres of new varieties of vegetables
planted on their farm, sharply reducing profits.

To protect themselves against the product’s
impact, the family has decided to plant cotton seeds
genetically modified to resist dicamba. “This is not
just a dicamba issue, this is not just a Monsanto
issue, this is about how we as human beings treat
other people,” Kerin Hawkins said. She was testifying

tomorrow at a public hear-
ing in Little Rock, the state
capitol, organized by the
agency that regulates pes-
ticide and herbicide use in
Arkansas.

Immediately afterward
the agency called for curbs
on the use of dicamba, a
decision subject to legisla-
tive approval. So large was
the turnout for the hearing
that the agency had to

move it from its own offices to a meeting room in a
hotel. In all, 37 people stepped up to the microphone
to explain-often in voices shaking with emotion-why
they favored or strongly opposed the product.    

Dealing with diversity 
“I’m here to tell you we used dicamba and we had

a wonderful year,” said Harry Stephens, who with his
son grows soybeans in Phillips County. At a time
when some younger farmers are struggling to make
ends meet, he said, banning dicamba could “put them
out of business.” Richard Coy, who raises bees, said
dicamba has had a devastating impact on hives locat-
ed near farm fields where dicamba is in use.

“I  lost  $500,000 in honey production and

$200,000 worth of  pol l inat ion contracts to
California farms due to the poor health of my bee-
hives,” he said. On the edge of his farm field, Perry
Galloway points out some of the weeds dead but still
standing, many of them head-high-that ruined sever-
al of his past crops. He has since sprayed dicamba
twice over an area of 4,000 acres, and says that “we
had the cleanest fields we had in a long time.” 

He favors a compromise, allowing the herbicide
to be applied only once, after plants have sprouted.

But Shawn Peebles, who grows organic vegetables,
was able to deal with pigweed by hiring workers to
pull them up by hand. “It is known for a fact dicam-
ba will move,” he said. If he gets any in his fields-
which has  not  happened th is  year-”I  have to
destroy the crop.” “Diversity is what made agricul-
ture what it is today,” he said. “It is not just dicamba
(and) soybeans; there is organic farms such as
myself, there is vineyards in Arkansas, and we all
need to work together.”  —AFP

Weed-killer prompts angry 
divide among US farmers

Young US farmers struggling to make ends meet

Workers sort sweet potatoes at Peebles Organics in Augusta, Arkansas, on November 7, 2017. The use of
the herbicide Dicamba has pitted farmers against each other, as Arkansas debates whether to uphold the
annual April 16 to October 31 ban on its use.—AFP

Solomon Islands 
churches preach 
climate action
HONIARA: In the Solomon Islands - as in
many island nations of the Pacific - churches
wield huge influence in people’s lives, both as
community leaders and providers of key public
services. Now the government and climate
experts are looking to them to take on an addi-
tional role: as influential partners in the battle to
combat climate change.

“The churches are taking (climate change)
on; they are accepting it. They encourage peo-
ple to look after the environment. We hear it in
our sermons and in church retreats,” said Helen
Zazu Novak, a resident of Taro, a town in
remote northern Choiseul Province that is
being hit by coastal erosion and flooding.
“They are saying that we should care for life
and this means we should not only care about
people, but also the environment,” she said.

Missionaries arrived in this part of the world
more than a century ago and today at least 90
percent of people in the Solomon Islands are

active members of a Christian church. In rural
areas, where more than 80 percent of the pop-
ulation resides, churches and faith-based
organizations are important providers of edu-
cation and health services.

Hudson Kauhiona, acting director of climate
change with the Ministry of Environment, said
the government sees churches as a crucial - but
so far under-used - partner in efforts to build
resilience to climate change, which is threaten-
ing water supplies, farming and lives on low-
lying islands through worsening storms and sea
level rise. “We are still not really working close-
ly with the churches and other civil society
organizations as we should. In communities,
they are one of the best groups to do (activi-
ties) on behalf of the government. That is an
area which still needs to be strengthened,”
Kauhiona said.

Speaking to the faithful
A recent study of attitudes to faith and the

environment among more than 1,200 students
at University of the South Pacific campuses
across a range of islands found that 80 percent
attended church services at least once a week
and 90 percent claimed a close personal affini-
ty with the natural world. 

The authors, from universities in Australia
and the Pacific, noted that climate change mes-

sages - even those aimed at an educated elite -
“if communicated within familiar and respected
religious contexts are likely to be more suc-
cessful than secular ones”. Already, faith lead-
ers have been far from silent about the issue. 

Thirteen years ago, the Pacific Council of
Churches issued a public statement, the ‘Otin
Tai’ Declaration, pointing out that climate
change “is not an act of God” but instead “a
result of human economic and consumer activi-
ties that pollute the atmosphere”. The declara-
tion included pledges by church leaders to
engage their churches in education and action
on climate change, carry out work on emer-
gency response, adaptation to climate change
and other issues, and encourage companies
producing or using fossil fuels to support a
transition to less carbon-heavy economy.

Under the declaration, local clergy, for
instance, were encouraged to use part of their
annual budgets to carry out climate change
education with congregations. In the Solomon
Islands, the capacity of churches to pass on
climate change messages is immense. On
Sundays, when the streets of the capital,
Honiara, are deserted, places of worship such
as Holy Cross Cathedral are bulging with
families dressed in their best. Church services
are often the biggest social occasion of the
week. —Reuters

Bill Gates makes 
$100m investment 
to fight Alzheimer’s
LONDON: Billionaire Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates is to invest $50 million in the Dementia
Discovery Fund, a venture capital fund that brings together industry and government to seek
treatments for the brain-wasting disease. The investment - a personal one and not part of
Gates’ philanthropic Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation - will be followed by another $50 million
in start-up ventures working in Alzheimer’s research, Gates said. With rapidly rising numbers
of people suffering from Alzheimer’s and other forms of dementia, the disease is taking a
growing emotional and financial toll as people live longer, Gates told Reuters in an interview.
“It’s a huge problem, a growing problem, and the scale of the tragedy - even for the people
who stay alive - is very high,” he said. Despite decades of scientific research, there is no treat-
ment that can slow the progression of Alzheimer’s. 

Current drugs can do no more than ease some of the symptoms. Gates said, however, that with
focused and well-funded innovation, he’s “optimistic” treatments can be found, even if they might
be more than a decade away. “It’ll take probably 10 years before new theories are tried enough
times to give them a high chance of success. So it’s very hard to hazard a guess (when an effective
drug might be developed).  “I hope that in the next 10 years that we have some powerful drugs,
but it’s possible that won’t be achieved.” Dementia, of which Alzheimer’s is the most common form,
affects close to 50 million people worldwide and is expected to affect more than 131 million by
2050, according to the non-profit campaign group Alzheimer’s Disease International. —Reuters
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